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A Legacy of Environmental Stewardship

David Brower, a pioneer in the environmental conservation movement, left
an indelible mark on our planet. As the visionary leader of the Sierra Club
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and Earth Island Institute, Brower's tireless advocacy for preserving
wilderness and protecting the natural world inspired generations of
environmentalists.

The Early Years and the Birth of an Activist

Born in 1912, Brower's love for the outdoors was ignited during his
childhood explorations in California's majestic Sierra Nevada mountains. In
1933, he joined the Sierra Club, where he quickly rose through the ranks,
becoming its executive director in 1952.

The Sierra Club's Transformation and Conservation Victories

Under Brower's leadership, the Sierra Club evolved from a mountaineering
organization to a powerful force for conservation. His charismatic speeches
and effective strategies mobilized public support for protecting endangered
ecosystems, including the Grand Canyon, Hetch Hetchy Valley, and
Dinosaur National Monument.

Earth Island Institute: A Legacy of Inspiring Change

After leaving the Sierra Club in 1969, Brower established Earth Island
Institute, a non-profit organization dedicated to supporting grassroots
environmental activism. Earth Island Institute became a catalyst for
fostering new organizations and campaigns, including Friends of the River,
the Environmental Defense Fund, and the Rainforest Action Network.

Wilderness as a Source of Inspiration

Throughout his life, Brower believed that wilderness was essential for
human well-being. He fought tirelessly to protect wild places and instill in



others a deep appreciation for the natural world. His words and actions
continue to inspire conservation efforts worldwide.

A Lasting Impact and a Timeless Legacy

David Brower's contributions to the conservation movement were
immeasurable. His legacy lives on through the organizations he founded,
the laws he helped shape, and the millions of people he inspired. As we
face environmental challenges today, Brower's unwavering spirit and vision
remain a guiding light for protecting our planet.

Unveiling the Wildness Within: A Call to Action

"The Wildness Within Remembering David Brower" is a captivating
exploration of Brower's extraordinary life and the profound impact he had
on the environmental movement. Through this book, we not only learn
about the history of conservation but also gain insights into the essential
role we all play in protecting our planet.

David Brower's legacy reminds us that the wilderness within us—our deep
connection to the natural world—is a vital force for change. By embracing
the wildness within, we can continue Brower's mission and work together to
preserve the beauty and wonder of our planet for generations to come.
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